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PART 1 – Preliminary Issues:
1. Summary
To make sure corporate information is readily accessible and up to date for the purpose of Trust
business and Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) requests.
2. Introduction
The nature of the Trust’s business means that staff are constantly required to document, retain,
retrieve and dispose of significant quantities of information, both manually and electronically.
These records can be either clinical or non-clinical.
Policies and guidance relating to the handling and storage of clinical/health records are available
separately (see Care Records Management Policy, Clinical Information Filing Policy, Data
Protection Act Policy and Access to Personnel Records and Formal Access to Service User
Records Policies). This policy therefore only relates to non-clinical documents and records
including finance, workforce, estates, IT, corporate and administrative matters, meeting papers
etc.
This document sets out the principles the Trust requires of its staff when creating, using, filing,
retaining and eventually disposing of its records.
This document should be read in conjunction with the Trust’s Retention and Disposal Schedule
for non-clinical records (which forms part of this policy), the Archiving Procedure, the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 Policy and the Information Security Policy available on TrustSpace.
3. Objectives
The objectives of this Policy are to:
Adhere to the definition of best practice in records management as published by the Public
Records Office:
“A systematic and planned approach to the management of records within an organisation, from
the moment they are created to their ultimate disposal, ensures that the organisation can control
both the quality and the quantity of the information that it generates; it can maintain that
information in a manner that effectively serves its needs, those of Government and of the citizen;
and it can dispose of the information efficiently when it is no longer required.”
To comply with existing legislation in relation to records management, including:
 Public Records Act 1958
 The Data Protection Legislation
 The Freedom of Information Act 2000
To comply with national directives, standards and requirements, including:
 Records Management Code of Practice for Health and Social Care 2016
 Caldicott Report
 Information Governance Standards and CQC requirements
 To have a consistent approach within the Trust to records management.
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4. Definitions
A record is a structured document that contains information, in any media, (including electronic,
audio and visual) which has been created or gathered as a result of any aspect of work of NHS
employees.
5. Duties and Responsibilities
Board of Directors
The Trust has a statutory duty to make arrangements for the safe-keeping and eventual disposal
of its records. This is carried out under the overall guidance and supervision of the keeper of
public records.
All NHS records are public records under the terms of the Public Records Act 1958. Public
records over thirty years old and selected for permanent preservation must be transferred to the
Public Record Office or kept in a place of deposit, appointed under the Public Record Act 1958.
The Board has responsibility for the management of all records created and held by the Trust.
This is devolved through the management line to all staff employed by the Trust.
The IM&T/IG Programme Group reports to the Executive Team on all aspects of Information
Governance (IG). The Executive Director Innovation and Transformation has the lead
responsibility for the Trust’s IG. Responsibilities include the management of corporate records.
Chief Executive
The Chief Executive is ultimately responsible for determining the principles that shall apply to
records held by the Trust (as set out in para 3) and for establishing policies and procedures in
the recording of documentation maintained by the Trust.
Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO)
Senior level ownership of information risk is a key factor in successfully raising the profile of
information risks and to embedding information risk management into the overall risk
management culture of the Trust. Senior leadership through the appointment of a SIRO
demonstrates the importance of ensuring information security remains high on the Board
agenda.
The SIRO is the Executive Director, Strategy and Improvement and is expected to understand
how the strategic business goals of the organisation may be impacted by information risks. The
SIRO will act as an advocate for information risk on the Board and in internal discussions and will
provide written advice to the Accounting Officer on the content of their annual Statement of
Compliance (SIC) in regard to information risk. This role is supported by the Head of Information
Rights & Compliance, the Risk Manager, Head of IM&T and the Caldicott Guardian, although
ownership of the Information Risk Policy and risk assessment process will remain with the SIRO.
Information Asset Owners (IAO)
The IAO is a senior member of staff who is the nominated owner for one or more identified
Information Assets of the organisation. It is a core IG objective that all Information Assets of the
organisation are identified and that the business importance of those assets is established.
The IAO is expected to understand the overall business goals of the organisation and how the
Information Assets they own contribute to and affect these goals. The IAO will therefore
document, understand and monitor:


What information assets are held, and for what purposes;
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How information is created, amended or added to over time;
Who has access to the information and why

Caldicott Guardian
The Caldicott Guardian is responsible for approving and ensuring that national and local
guidelines and protocols on the handling and management of service user identifiable
information are in place.
Associate Director of Information Management & Technology (IM&T)
The Head of IM&T is responsible for identifying and arranging the implementation of any device
configuration requirements that the organisation may need. This will enable compliance with
NHS IG standards and IT Security Policy and Procedures.
Head of Information Rights & Compliance
The Head of Information Rights & Compliance has operational responsibility for IG within the
Trust. This role has responsibility for ensuring that the Trust complies with Information Rights
Law, including Freedom of Information Act 2000. They are responsible for ensuring the
management of all records and requests for them are correct and lawful. This role is also
responsible for identifying best practice, providing advice and facilitating the implementation of
the Trust’s Records Strategy, Policy and Procedures.
Information Rights & Compliance Team
The Information Rights & Compliance Team implements best practice and the Trust’s records
strategy, policies and procedures. The team reports to the Head of Information Rights and
Compliance.
Information Management & Technology / Information Governance Programme Group
Information Management & Technology/ Information Governance Programme Group is
responsible for overseeing the IM&T and IG work programme, policies, standards, procedures
and guidance, coordinating and raising awareness of IG within the organisation.
Information Management & Technology Management Meeting
This Group acts as a sub group of the Information Management & Technology/Information
Governance Programme Group. It will ensure alignments are made between IM&T and IG issues
and the trusts IM&T strategy.
Change Advisory Board (CAB)
The CAB is an authoritative and representative group of people who are responsible for
assessing, from a business and a technical viewpoint, all high impact Requests for Change
(RFCs). All IM&T related change requests are reviewed by the CAB who will ensure that
standardised methods and procedures are used for efficient and prompt handling of all changes
in order to minimise the impact of change related incidents upon service quality.
The CAB will escalate any issues that are unable to be resolved within the Change Management
process to the Senior IM&T management group where appropriate.

Managers
Senior Managers are responsible for ensuring that records held within their areas of
responsibility fully comply with the policies and procedures set by the Chief Executive.
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They are also responsible for ensuring staff, whether administrative or clinical, are adequately
trained and apply the appropriate procedures.
Managers are responsible for ensuring that staff that are under their direction and control are
aware of the policies and procedures and guidance laid down by the Chief Executive and for
checking that those staff understand and appropriately apply the policies in carrying out their day
to day work. They should be aware of the types of records that are being created, who is
responsible for the maintenance of these and to maintain a list of compliant storage locations
(see Section 3). They are also responsible for deciding whether a record is closed or disposed of
or permanently preserved.
Individuals Members of Staff
All employees are responsible for any records they create or use and for adhering to the Trust’s
policies and procedures in relation to records management.
Individual members of staff are accountable for:






the content of records they make
ensuring records meet the standards set by the Trust
maintaining confidentiality of records/information
safe storage of records
ensuring they access training with regard to record keeping and maintenance
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Part 2 – What needs to be done and who by
6. Principles of Record Keeping and Standards of Best Practice
The Trust is working towards the Department of Health (DoH) Directive to become a
‘paperless organisation’ as expected by Jeremy Hunt, Secretary of State for Health1 - the
requirement is for the NHS to become paperless by 2020.
Confidentiality, Security and Physical Storage Conditions of Files
Records, both electronic and paper, must be kept secure and should be stored on a
shared drive, in an appropriate filing cabinet, office or designated records store so they
are available and accessible to those who need them. Information retained must be in
line with the Data Protection Legislation, NHS Code of Practice on Confidentiality and
ISO 27001 for Information Security.
It is the responsibility of all staff to ensure security and confidentiality of records in their
possession and to be aware of ways in which these responsibilities may be contravened.
The storage of all records must be in accordance with Health and Safety requirements
and legislation. Please also refer to the Trust’s Corporate Records Archiving Procedure
Appendix 1 of this document.
Culling and Closure of Files
Trust staff will ensure all files are culled on a regular basis (at least annually) to make
sure only active records remain in use.
Inactive paper documents must be either archived or confidentially destroyed using the
confidential waste bins.
Inactive electronic documents must be deleted in line with the retention and disposal
schedule for corporate documents. Corporate (non-Health) Records Retention Schedule
It is the responsibility of each Manager to ensure local procedures are in place.
Retention and Disposal
The ‘Retention and Disposal Schedule’ sets out the minimum periods of retention for all
types of records (paper and electronic) maintained by the Trust. It is the responsibility of
each Manager to ensure documents are maintained in accordance with this schedule.
The Schedule is available on TrustSpace: Corporate Records Retention Schedule
Retention of Electronic Files
Files should only be kept as long as absolutely necessary. ‘Good housekeeping’ of both
shared and personal drives is essential to remove material that is no longer required; this
includes emails (which should be deleted on a regular basis).

1

Deletion of electronic records must be conducted in accordance with the Trust’s Retention and Disposal Schedules. They detail
the length of time different types of records must be kept.
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As a general rule, deletion of electronic records should include:





Unnecessary duplicates of final files
Working copies which are no longer required
Files that have no continuing value
Unnecessary duplication of electronic and paper records

It should be noted that for the purposes of the Freedom of Information Act 2000,
electronic files are not regarded as being held by the Trust if they have been discarded to
a back-up server.
Such information must have been deleted “twice” in order to claim that it falls outside the
scope of the Act: The information will have been sent to the recycle bin and deleted from
the recycle bin to the back-up server or non-live system.
Record Maintenance Systems
Document References
To facilitate and ensure the efficient retrieval of its records, it is Trust policy that every
paper-based document and electronic document will contain: a title, the author’s name
and designation, location or directorate, date produced, a reference (its manual file
location and/or its location on disk/computer). Where necessary, documents will be
security marked.
Naming Conventions for Files and Folders
The Freedom of Information Act (FOI) and Environmental Information Regulations (EIR)
radically change the way we operate; every email, meeting minutes and policy document
can be requested (unless they fall under the Data Protection Legislation). To ensure
information can be accessed quickly and efficiently (we have 20 days to respond to a
request) we need:




A clear understanding of what information is held.
A clear knowledge of where information is held.
Clear policies relating to retention and disposal of information.

(For further details on how the Trust deals with Freedom of Information Act
requests, please refer to the Freedom of Information Act Policy available on
TrustSpace).
To have greater control over the information created on behalf of the Trust, the Trust
encourages teams to use a corporate file plan structure. The Information Rights &
Compliance Team are available to offer advice and assistance. This is a method by
which electronic information is arranged so that similar subjects are grouped together.
They are grouped into electronic document folders and shared on appropriate drives.
Naming conventions are standard rules to be used for naming both files and electronic
folders and are used to make it easier to find files.
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Naming Files
Specific: Information should be recorded e.g. the content of the document. This should
not just be a repeat of the folder name.
Logical: Information should also be captured e.g. the date and initials of the person who
created the document. This is particularly helpful when using a shared drive; it will help
to identify documents quickly.
Each file must have:
 a unique name to each record
 a meaningful name which closely reflects and record’s content
 express elements of the name in a structured and predictable order
 locate the most specific information at the beginning of the name and the most
logical at the end.
 Files/documents should be named using the following convention:
Date-Document title–Version number- (Initials of Creator)
Leave spaces between each entry ie:
6.1 2018 05 18 Corporate Records Policy V8 (nw)
The use of dots and slashes can change the format of the document.
The date should be in the format yyyy mm dd.
Naming Folders
Naming principles are also applied to folders: ways in which this can be done include:





Using standard terms for themes and activities
Using consistent logical labels to describe business activities and functions
Using a clear explanation of what a folder contain
You should NOT use people’s names for directory or folder names (job titles or
roles are acceptable)

To insert a header or footer for each page
1. On the View menu, click Header and Footer to open the header or footer area on a
page.
2. To create a header, enter text or graphics in the header area.
3. To create a footer, click switch between Header and Footer on the Header and
Footer toolbar to move to the footer area, and then enter text or graphics.
4. If necessary, format text by using buttons on the Format toolbar.
5. When finished, click Close on the Header and Footer toolbar.

Version Control
Each document must contain a header or footer which shows the ‘Version Number’ of
the document together with the date it was last modified.
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Watermarks
All draft documents must always contain a watermark stating the document is DRAFT.
This will avoid confusion for any potential reader and prevent staff from believing the
document may be an approved document. This will be removed once it has been
finalised.

To insert a Watermark (ONLY AVAILABLE WHEN USING WORD) Watermarks place text
behind the main body of the text.
1. Go to the Format menu on the toolbar and select Background.
2. Select Printed watermark, chose the Text watermark option.
3. Click on the text drop down menu and chose an option i.e. Draft etc.
4. Chose other options such as layout, colour, size, semi transparent etc.
5. Click OK.
6. The chosen text will now appear in the background of the file.

Distribution Lists
The distribution or circulation list of certain documents (e.g. agendas, consultation drafts
etc) must be clearly marked on all copies to avoid unnecessary duplication and to
facilitate the recipients forwarding the document onto others who may also need to see it.

Policies and Procedures
The Trust’s Clinical, Non-Clinical, Human Resources, Finance and Information
Management &Technology Policies are available on TrustSpace, their process for
development, review and dissemination is documented separately.
Leaflets
The Communications and Marketing Department keep a register of all service user and
generic leaflets and the process for developing these is documented separately in the
Production of Information for the Public Policy.
7. Audit
The Information Governance Toolkit, Requirement 604 – Corporate Information
Assurance states that:
“Good records management practice requires that the Mental Health Trust undertakes an
inventory of records management practice and systems to establish what records are
held, where they are located and the form in which they are held. The inventory will assist
the Trust to comply with legal provisions, such as the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
In the context of Corporate Information Assurance, corporate information refers to
information generated by the Trust other than clinical (or patient) information.
The term describes the records generated by the Trust’s business activities, and
therefore will include records from the following (and other) areas:
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Board & Executive
Communications & Marketing
Estates/Engineering
Finance
Information Management & Technology (IM&T)
Personnel/Human Resources
Information Department
Complaints
Safer Care and Standards

IG Toolkit Requirement 604 requires that an inventory of corporate records and
information is carried out, to establish the type of records used, the form in which they
are held and the record keeping systems currently in use. The Trust should ensure that
both current corporate records and closed or archived records are surveyed. The
inventory should include paper and electronic records collections, e.g. databases, web
sites and shared network filing areas.
The inventory looks at various documents produced by the above areas, such as:
 Audit reports
 Leaflets
 Local policies and operational procedures
 Reports and papers
 Staff training programmes
 Minutes and agendas of meetings
 Notes of meetings
 Archived information
The minimum content required of each document type is:
 Title of document
 Purpose of document
 Date created
 Frequency – how often it is produced
 Name & position of person accountable for the document
 Format of document
 Location of document
 Tracking & tracing
 Retention & disposal
The records inventory should enable the Trust to:
 Ensure corporate record retention periods are in line with the Records
Management NHS Code of Practice – (see Key Guidance Documents)
 Identify the location of records to assist the organisation to respond
promptly to Freedom of Information Act requests
 Determine the use made of each category of corporate record
 Determine whether duplicate records exist
 Determine whether it is necessary to retain the record
 Assess current and future records storage requirements
 Identify record creation and disposal concerns
 Identify the department responsible for creation, use and management of each
record collection
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Create an information asset register
Identify any information security concerns

Other objectives of the records inventory are to ensure that the Trust has complete and
accurate corporate records to:
 Enable internal and external inventory, e.g. Audit Commission financial audits
 Protect the legal rights of the Trust, its employees, its patients and third parties
 Provide authentication so that actions may confidently be taken on
reliable information
The Information Management and Technology/Information Governance Programme
Group will commission the audits of practice annually. The outcome of the audits will
also influence changes in policy.
8. Training / Awareness
Course
For
Information
Governance/
Data Security
Training

All Staff

Renewal
Period
Annual

Delivery Mode

Contact Information

E-learning
Classroom
based

OLM Learning &
Development

In order to meet the requirements of legislation, national directives, the Trust’s strategy and
this policy, it is essential that everyone working in the Trust is familiar with its legal obligations
and its internal policy and procedures. The Trust will ensure all staff are aware of their
responsibilities and that they have in place sufficient and efficient means to ensure they can
competently carry out these responsibilities.
9. Embedding a culture of Equality & RESPECT
The Trust promotes fairness and RESPECT in relation to the treatment, care & support of
service users, carers and staff.
RESPECT means ensuring that the particular needs of ‘protected groups’ are upheld at all
times and individually assessed on entry to the service. This includes the needs of people
based on their age, disability, ethnicity, gender, gender reassignment status, relationship
status, religion or belief, sexual orientation and in some instances, pregnancy and maternity.
Working in this way builds a culture where service users can flourish and be fully involved in
their care and where staff and carers receive appropriate support. Where discrimination,
inappropriate behaviour or some other barrier occurs, the Trust expects the full cooperation
of staff in addressing and recording these issues through appropriate Trust processes.
Access to and provision of services must therefore take full account of needs relating to all
protected groups listed above and care and support for service users, carers and staff
should be planned that takes into account individual needs. Where staff need further
information regarding these groups, they should speak to their manager or a member of the
Trust Inclusion & Engagement team.
Where service users and carers experience barriers to accessing services, the Trust is
required to take appropriate remedial action.
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10. Process for monitoring compliance with this document
Action:
Review policy
against IG
standard 601

Lead
Head of
Information
Rights and
Compliance

Completion of audit Head of
in accordance with Information
requirement 604
Rights and
Compliance
Monitor the
Information
progress of the
Rights and
action plan
Compliance
Team

Method
Audit

Frequency
Annually

Report to:
IM&T/IG
Programme
Board

Annual Audit

Annually

IM&T/IG
Programme
Board

Audit

Quarterly

IM&T/IG
Programme
Board

Responsibilities for conducting the monitoring /audit
The Information Rights & Compliance Team will complete and follow up the records keeping
audits within the corporate service areas in order to improve performance and meet the
standards outlined in this policy. Action plans will be developed for the manager to take
forward. The Information Rights & Compliance Team will monitor the progress of the action
plan.
The group will be responsible for reviewing the policy annually to meet changes in:
 Legislation
 National standards such as the Information Governance Toolkit
 National guidance such as Department of Health, National Programme for IT etc.
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Part 3 – Associated Issues
11. Version Control
Version

V3, draft
1

V3, draft
2

V3

Date of
Issue
9/9/2008

27/10/2008

5/11/08

Author

Status

Comment

Head of Records &
Access to Information

Draft

Head of Records &
Access to Information

Draft

Made changes in line with
Standards Facilitator’s
comments

Head of Records &
Access to Information

Final

Made minor changes to policy in
light of F Hook’s comments
e.g. changing ‘Personnel’ to
Human Resources

Head of Records &
Access to Information

Draft 1

Reviewing policy. Ensure the
layout complies with NHSLA
template.

V4

4/2/2010

Annual update

V5

23/5/2011

Head of Records &
Access to Information

Superseded Policy reviewed, changes
made to section 5 – ‘Risk’
added to list of corporate
depts. ‘Tracking’ and ‘Tracing’
added to audit requirements

V6

05/02/2013

Head of Records &
Access to Information

Superseded Approved by IG&R Group 21st
September 2012

V7

10/03/2014

Head of Information
Management and
Compliance

Superseded Annual review/update Approved
IMT/IG 28/01/2014

V8

26/03/2015

Head of Information
Management
& Compliance

Superseded Full Review

V8.1

July 2015

Current

Annual review/update

V8.2

March
2017

Head of Information
Governance &
Compliance
Head of Information
Rights and Compliance

Current

Review

V8.3

May
2018

Senior Information
Governance Officer

Current

Annual review/update
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12. Archiving Arrangements
All policy documents when no longer in use must be retained for a period of 10 years from
the date the document is superseded as set out in the Trust Business and Corporate (NonHealth) Records Retention Schedule available on the Trust Intranet.
All expired & superseded documents are retained & archived and are accessible through the
Safer Care and Standards Facilitator Policies@hpft.nhs.uk
All current Policies can be found on the Trust Policy Website via the Orange Button.
13. Associated Documents









Archiving Procedure
Care Records Management Policy
Data Protection Act Policy – under review
Formal Access of Service User Records Policy
Access to Personnel Records Policy
Freedom of Information Act 2000 Policy
Information Security Policy
Production of Information for the Public Policy

14. Supporting References




Department of Health: Records Management: NHS Code of Practice 2008
Department of Health: Records Management Roadmap
Department of Health: NHSIG – Guidance for the Classification Marking of NHS
Information 2009
The National Archives: Essential Records Management
The National Archives: Electronic Records Toolkits
The National Archives: Approved Places of Deposit
Lord Chancellor’s Code of Practice on the Management of Records, Issued under
Section 46 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (archived site)
Secretary of State for Constitutional Affairs: Code of Practice on the Discharge of
Public Authorities’ Functions Under Part I of the Freedom of Information Act 2000







The section 45 Code sets out good practice in handling requests for information. It also
includes a section on Freedom of Information and public sector contracts.
The section 46 Code is in two parts:
 Part I sets out good practice in records management and applies to all FOI authorities
and other bodies subject to the Public Records Act 1958 or the Public Records Act
(Northern Ireland) 1923.


Part II applies only to bodies subject to the Public Records Act 1958 or the Public
Records Act (Northern Ireland) 1923 and sets out how records should be transferred
to records offices.

National Archives: Records Management Guidance
The National Archives produces standards and guidance on all aspects of records
management. These represent best practice and focus on public record bodies.
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15. Comments and Feedback
The following people/groups were involved in the consultation:
Director of Workforce & Organisational
Development
Associate Director of Information
Management & Technology
Deputy Director of Finance
Head of Information Rights & Compliance

Communications Service Manager
Head of Strategy and Business
Development
Head of Facilities & Maintenance
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Process of this Guidance
1.

Introduction

This procedure covers the archiving of all the Trust’s business and corporate records. Other
procedures are available for the archiving of Service User’s (SU) Care Folders. Business and
corporate records covers all records created to manage the business of the Trust at both
clinical and non-clinical sites.
The following workflow describes the basic stages in the management of business and
corporate records.
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The Information Rights & Compliance team is available to offer advice and assistance
regarding any archiving issues units or teams may have (see section 9).
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2.

Purpose

To make staff aware of the process required for archiving corporate information.
3.

Process

Responsibilities
Responsible Managers
The Responsible Manager will be responsible for the quality of the archiving carried out
on records owned by the unit or team, including the quality of data on catalogue registers
and on Filetrak Restore Records Management Database. This role will ensure that all the
records selected for storage are unique and relevant to ensure compliance with
legislation.
Responsible Managers will ensure that there are sufficient Record Administrators to carry
out this procedure and to act as authorised contacts with the Contractor. Changes in
Record Administrator or unit/team location must be alerted to the Information Rights and
Compliance Team as soon as possible so that the Contractor can continue to provide the
contracted service.
Managers are responsible for ensuring that use of the contract is cost effective. Activity
relating to their team/unit(s) must be monitored to ensure that records are effectively
managed and storage costs kept to a minimum.
Invoices will not be sent to the manager for payment approval. The fact that the Record
Administrator has ordered the service will be sufficient for the Finance Department to pay
the invoice.
Record Administrators
Record Administrators are responsible for the accurate processing of their unit/team’s
records, ensuring that the information held on Filetrak is up-to-date and complete. This is
an authorised role where the Information Governance & Compliance Team will train an
employee to process records.
A Record Administrator is nominated by the unit/team’s Responsible Manager as the
main contact for liaising with the Contractor and Information Rights & Compliance Team
on archiving issues. Up to two Record Administrators can be nominated to process
records on behalf of a unit/team. Where necessary, the Responsible Manager can
nominate him/herself as a Record Administrator.
Requests for service (for example, the recall boxes from the Contractor) will only be
accepted by the registered Record Administrator(s). Each team will be allocated a unique
identifier which must be quoted on all correspondence with The Contractor and
Information Rights & Compliance Team. If confirmation of the unit code is required
please contact the Information Rights & Compliance Team.
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The Contractor
The Contractor is the only provider of archiving services to the Trust; use of other storage
providers is not acceptable.
The Trust’s contract with the Contractor is for the following service:






Secure storage of all boxed records stored off-site
Secure retrieval of boxes to specified Trust sites/locations only
Secure collection by boxes from specified Trust sites/locations only
Management of total storage volume to provide a cost effective solution
Provision of Filetrak, an online service between supplier and the Trust to enable
service requests and database queries
 Provision of a system for indexing and cataloguing all records stored off-site
The Contractor does not own HPFT records but has contractual responsibilities under
Data Protection and Freedom of Information legislation for the records.
The Information Rights & Compliance Team
The Head of Information Rights & Compliance is the Senior Manager responsible for
managing the contract. The Information Rights & Compliance Team will:
 Provide training for the Record Administrators and Responsible Managers
 Oversee adherence to this procedure
 Authorise new and amended access to the Contractor’s service
 Accredit the use of a particular contractor and deal with possible security issues that
may arise
 Monitor aspects of the archiving process and storage contract to ensure that issues
(such as excessive costs and poor management) are resolved
Definitions
 Business and corporate records - All records created to manage the business of the
Trust, whether at clinical or non clinical sites; this does not include service user care
records. Box number – The storage ID used by the Contractor to identify the box in
which the records are stored. The Information Rights & Compliance Team will issue
each team with their own unique number relevant to their service; Corporate will be B.
The Records Administrators within each team will be responsible for entering the
relevant box number after the service code. This will enable teams to keep the same
number regardless of where they are based and should they ever be relocated.
 Catalogue register – The document created by Record Administrators to evidence
the files contained within one box
 Destruction review date – The date at which the box is due to be reviewed
 Filetrak – The Contractor’s online service, allowing boxes to be managed whilst offsite. Access is controlled by personal password. By using the database, Record
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Administrators will be able to monitor the movements of the stored boxes for their
unit/team(s). It will also provide an audit trail of the Trust’s transactions which can be
used as evidence of appropriate record management. For this reason, Filetrak is the
only means of requesting the Contractor’s services
Historical interest – Records which might be considered to have historical interest
will usually evidence a change or precedent in the Trust’s policies or procedures
Recall – The part of the procedure that covers the request and return of sealed boxes
by the Contractor from off-site storage
Responsible Manager – For the purposes of this procedure, the term ‘Responsible
Manager’ refers to the manger with direct responsibility for the records owned by the
team or unit.
Requestor – A Trust employee who requires information in storage for the purposes
continuing Trust business. The requestor must provide an adequate reason for
needing the file as part of the request.
Review process – The task of reappraising the status of a record for possible
disposal, carried out by a HPFT employee with sufficient understanding of the
information to carry out the process.
SU Care folder – The physical file containing documents relating to the care
management of one service user.
Transit listing – The document created by Record Administrators to evidence the
sealed box uplift to the Contractor.
Unit code – The code used by the Contractor to identify the unit/team that owns the
record.
Uplift – The part of the procedure that covers the collection and removal of sealed
boxes by the Contractor to off-site storage
Weeding – The task of removing those documents or duplicates of documents
produced as part of normal working processes. This includes papers that contain no
significant operational or evidential value.

On-site storage of records
Whilst on-site, records must be held securely in locked filing cabinets or locked archive
rooms. Please refer to the Corporate Record Management Policy for detailed information
on managing records on-site.
Decision to Archive
Records can only be sent to the Contractor if they meet the following criteria:
 Cost effectiveness – the cost and service levels provided by the Contractor must be
considered to ensure that use of the service is appropriate. Records that may be
required within a short time may be more efficiently stored on-site. See Appendix 1
for a list of the Contractor’s charges.
 Retention – records that are due for a destruction review within a short period (that is,
less than 2 years) are more cost effectively stored on Trust premises. The cost of the
service prohibits its use for short-term storage.
Preparing records for archiving
Records which have been selected for archiving must be prepared by a Record
Administrator.
Paper copies of documents held electronically must be removed from files and destroyed
using the confidential waste facility. Files should contain only those documents which the
Trust is legally obliged be hold on paper and those not suitable for scanning.
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No information will be uplifted for scanning without the Contractor receiving prior consent
from the Information Rights & Compliance Team.
Paper records must be prepared in a way that reduces the space taken up in storage. For
example, documents must be removed from lever-arch files or box files. All documents
must be securely held in files or in ring binding.
Plastic sleeves or elastic bands must not be used to secure bundles of paper as these
disintegrate and could compromise the integrity of the record. Archive ribbon or envelopes
can be used to hold a bundle of documents together.
Cataloguing records for archiving
Records entering storage must be properly catalogued to comply with the statutory
obligations (as outlined in the Corporate Record Management Policy) of evidencing an
audit trail and to make subsequent retrieval more efficient.
Destruction Review Dates
Setting a destruction review date enables the box of records to be managed effectively. It
is not an automatic date of destruction, but a date at which the records within the box will
be reviewed for disposal. Using a standard period of time following the file’s closure
enables the Trust to comply with statutory requirements.
The Care (Health) Records and the Business and Corporate Retention and Disposal
Schedule provides the retention periods for Trust records. Destruction review dates must
reflect the specific date on which it is calculated. There is no need to round the dates on
to the start of the following year.
Catalogue Register
Records held in archive, other than SU Care folders, must be entered on the Catalogue
Register (appendix 2). Other forms of register or log are not acceptable. The catalogue
register ensures consistent recording and provides essential management information.
Cataloguing is required for individual files or bundles of records within a box. Accurate
cataloguing ensures effective retrieval, allowing the Trust to comply with statutory
obligations within the time limits required.
The cataloguing information required for each box is:







Unit/team name and location
Unit code – in the format B
Record Administrator’s name
Date of uplift
Box number – in the format B4 - - /0001
Destruction review date – this is the latest Destruction review date of those recorded
of the files within the box.
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The cataloguing information required for each file is:






File type – description of the type of record (for examples see appendix 3)
Start date – date of earliest document in the file
End date - date of latest document in the file
File destruction review date – calculated using the Retention and Disposal Schedules
File information – include addition information that will identify the file in the future

Abbreviations, special characters and jargon are not to be used when recording a file.
These records will, by definition, be available for a long period and the same
abbreviations or jargon will not necessarily be commonplace in years to come.
One copy of each register will be made and sent to the Information Rights & Compliance
Team.
Uplifting Boxes to archive
Once sufficient files have been prepared for archiving, the Record Administrator can
begin the uplift process.
Only standard boxes provided by the Contractor can be used. Orders must be placed
using Filetrak. Requests made by telephone, email or fax are not acceptable and will be
refused by the Contractor.
Boxing files
As each file/bundle is added to the box, a Transit Listing (appendix 4) for the box must be
prepared. This is used as the tracking system whilst the boxes are in transit.
To comply with health and safety requirements, do not overfill boxes. Each box should
weigh no more than 12kg, even if this means that it will not be full. This is not a specific
limit but a guideline within which the average person can safely handle the box. Above
this, it may still be safe, although a risk assessment will be required.
Records should be stored in an upright position (either on the spine or the front) and not
laid flat.
Preparing the boxes
A label (appendix 5) must be attached to one of the smaller ends of the box (not the lid)
to summarise the contents and indicate which unit/team it belongs to.
The box number must follow the format B4 - - /0001 to enable the box to be indexed on
Filetrak and managed.
To identify the destruction date for the box, find the file with the latest destruction review
date and repeat this on the End of Box label. All boxes must have a destruction date.
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Example of a completed End of Box label:

B

4

/

Address:
Hertfordshire Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust
99 Waverley Road
St Albans
Herts
AL3 5TL

Number of
Records:
36

01727 804 700
Destruction date:

0

/

/

5
1
0
Contact: A N Other (Manager)
An.Other@hertspartsft.nhs.uk

2 0

2

0

The box lid must have written in marker pen the initials WBE (Whole Box entry) and
the unit code in letters no smaller than 10 cm (4 in) high. Without this the Contractor
will not be able to index and store the box correctly. Unit codes are available from the
Senior Information Governance Officers..
Requesting uplift
Once the records have been boxed they are ready for uplift to the Contractor. Each
collection by the Contractor is charged. To ensure the most cost effective use of
resources, boxes should be stored on-site until a reasonable number has been
assembled.
Uplifts must be placed using Filetrak. Requests made by telephone, email or fax are
not acceptable and will be refused by the Contractor. The Contractor will only return
boxes to addresses authorised by the Information Rights & Compliance Team.
Boxes will be collected directly from the Record Administrator. If the Record
Administrator is unable to be present during the uplift, the name of a nominated
person must be sent, in advance, to the Contractor and will be accepted for a single
uplift.
When collecting the boxes for uplift, it is essential to bear security in mind. Until the
time of uplift, the boxes should be protected in an appropriate manner.
In every case, the Record Administrator and Contractor’s driver must sign the transit
listing for uplifted boxes. One copy of each completed listing will be made and given to
the driver before departure. One copy of the transit listing needs to be sent to the
Information Rights Assistant
The Contractor is committed to indexing every box within 24 hours of receiving the
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box. Following this date, the Record Administrator will be able to check that the boxes
have been received and indexed correctly on Filetrak. Any queries with time-delays or
indexing quality should be promptly referred to Information Rights & Compliance
Team.
Recalling boxes from archive
Once uplifted, the Record Administrator can recall boxes at any time, following a
request made by a Trust employee providing an adequate reason. Any request for
service that appears to the Record Administrator to be either incorrect or an attempt at
inappropriate access must be notified to the Information Rights & Compliance Team
for investigation.
Requesting recall of boxes
Recalls must be requested using Filetrak which is available at all times. Request made
by telephone, email or fax are not acceptable and will be refused by the Contractor.
Costs can be efficiently managed if the delivery of recalled boxes is arranged at the
same time as box uplifts, thereby reducing transport charges (appendix 1).
If the information is needed as a matter of urgency an urgent (2 hour) delivery can be
requested; this is known as an express service. These must be approved by the Team
Manager. The Head of the Information Rights & Compliance must be informed by the
Responsible Manager prior to the request for recall. The current charge for this service
is £60 + 50p per item.
The Contractor will only return boxes to addresses authorised by the Information
Rights & Compliance Team. Any request for service that appears to the Contractor to
be either incorrect or an attempt at inappropriate access will be notified to the
Information Rights & Compliance Team for investigation.
Delivery of boxes
When a box is returned it will be taken by the Contractor to the reception desk at the
registered address. The Record Administrator will be contacted by reception staff and
required to collect and sign for delivery. The number of boxes must be checked before
delivery is accepted. The Information Rights & Compliance Team must be contacted if
a box is seriously damaged or any documents unaccounted for. All boxes must have
secure lids any boxes delivered without lids must be reported to the Information Rights
& Compliance Team.
If the Record Administrator is unable to be available for the delivery, the name of a
nominated person must be sent, in advance, to the Contractor and will be accepted for
a single recall.
Boxes held on-site
Once the box is back on-site, the information will be available to the requestor. If the
document is small (5 pages or less) and the requestor has a secure email address, the
Record Administrator will scan the information and send it electronically. Please refer
to the Email, Intranet and Internet Policy.
Where the document is large (over 5 pages) or the requestor does not have a secure
email address, the Record Administrator will photocopy the information and send it
with the appropriate safeguards.
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Where it is necessary for the original file to be removed for longer than 5 working
days, the Record Administrator must remove the file’s entry on the catalogue register
and alert the Information Rights & Compliance team. The box can then be returned to
the Contractor.
While the box is on Trust premises, safeguards must be put in place to prevent the
unrecorded removal of records. Boxes remaining on-site where it cannot be
guaranteed that records will be removed without the knowledge of the Record
Administrator, must be sealed. Boxed records which are required by an authorised
person can be removed only under the supervision of a Records Administrator and the
removal recorded on the catalogue register.
Returning boxes to archive
When the box is ready for return to the Contractor, the Record Administrator must
check the contents of the box against the information recorded on the catalogue
register to ensure that all files are accounted for.
The box must be returned at the same time as a scheduled uplift. Uplifts must be
requested using Filetrak which is available at all times. Request made by telephone,
email or fax are not acceptable and will be refused by the Contractor.
Any request for service that appears to the Contractor to be either incorrect or an
attempt at inappropriate access will be notified to the Information Rights & Compliance
Team for investigation.
Destruction review of files
All records will be disposed of in accordance with the Care (Health) Records or the
Business and Corporate Retention and Disposal Schedule.
The Information Rights & Compliance Team will run a report from Filetrak bi-monthly
to identify boxes due for a destruction review.
Reviewing box contents
All boxes must be recalled from the Contractor and arrangements made for the review
of files, where possible in consultation with a relevant employee.
The destruction review decision for each file will be one of the following:




To destroy the record as it no longer has administrative, legal or financial value
to the Trust and is not of historical value
To extend the retention period for specific files, accompanied by documented
review criteria used to justify the decision
To transfer the ownership of files that have historical value only

Where files might be considered of historical interest, the Information Rights &
Compliance Team must be contacted for guidance.
When the box contents has been reviewed, the Record Administrator must check the
contents of the box against the information recorded on the catalogue register before it
is returned to the Contractor.
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The box must be returned at the same time as a scheduled uplift. Uplifts must be
requested using Filetrak which is available at all times. Request made by telephone,
email or fax are not acceptable and will be refused by the Contractor.
Any request for service that appears to the Contractor to be either incorrect or an
attempt at inappropriate access will be notified to the Information Rights & Compliance
Team for investigation.
Requesting box destruction
Where records are to be destroyed, the Responsible Manager will identify the boxes
for destruction to the Contractor.
The Contractor will send a Request for Documents to be Destroyed form to the
Responsible Manager, seeking authorisation to destroy. When this is returned with
appropriate signatures in place, the Contractor will proceed to destroy the records as
requested. The unit/team must send a copy of the Documents to be Destroyed form to
the Information Rights & Compliance Team.
Where the Responsible Manager has not responded to the Request for Documents to
be Destroyed form within 5 weeks, The Contractor will notify the Information Rights &
Compliance Team for follow-up with the unit/team as a matter of urgency.
The Contractor will send the completed Document Destruction Advice to the
Information Rights & Compliance Team. The box record will be indicated on Filetrak
as ‘destroyed’.
Contacts
Restore Plc

0208 527 9261

Information Rights & Compliance Team

IM&T Department
99 Waverley Road
St Albans, AL3 5TL
01727 804956
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Appendix 1

The Contractor’s charges from 11th May 2018
Collect New and Putaway Box
Collect New and Putaway File
RESTORE to enter details from record on Filetrak
system
Collect Exist and Putaway Box
Collect Exist and Putaway File
Pick & Deliver Box
Pick and Delivery File
Pick & Shred Box
Pick & Shred File
Perm Out Box
Perm Out File
Flat Pack Standard Size
Empty Shredding Bin Per Kg
Shredding Sacks & Tags
Flat Pack B3 Size
Express Trip Charge (Delivery within 2 hours)
Trip Charge as Same Day (before 5pm)
Trip Charge as Next Day (before 5pm)
Storage (Monthly) Box Size 1
Storage (Monthly) Box Size 2
Storage (Monthly) Box Size 3
Storage (Monthly) Box Size 4
Storage (Monthly) Box Size Small
Scan on Demand per Sheet
Scan Preparation per File
Rental (Monthly) Shred Bin 240L
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£0.50
£N/A
£0.50
£0.50
£0.50
£0.50
£1.50
N/A
£1.50
N/A
£1.00
N/A
N/A
£1.30
£60.00
£22.80
£22.80
£0.17
£0.19
£0.21
£0.24
N/A
£0.04
£5.00
N/A
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Appendix 2

Catalogue Register of Archived Business and Corporate Records
Unit/team name and location

Unit code

/

Record Administrator’s name

Date of uplift

/

Box number

File Type

/

Box Destruction review date

/

Start date

End date

File destruction
review date
/
/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20

/

/20
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File information

/20
/

/20

Archiving of Business and Corporate Records

Examples of files suitable for archiving
ADMINISTRATIVE (CORPORATE AND ORGANISATION)
Accident forms
Accident register
Advance letters
Agendas of board meetings, committees, sub-committees
Annual/corporate reports
Assembly/Parliamentary questions, MP enquiries
Business plans
Catering forms
Commissioning decisions
Complaints
Copyright declaration forms
Exposure monitoring records
Freedom of Information requests
Health and safety documentation
Incident forms
Litigation dossiers
Manuals, policy and procedure
Meetings and minutes papers
Mental Health Act Administration Records
Mortgage documents
Nominal rolls
Patient Advice & Liaison Service (PALS) records
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Appendix 3

Patients’ property books/registers
Police Statements
Press Releases
Project files
Public Consultations
Quality assurance records
Reports
Specifications
Statistics
Subject access requests
ESTATES/ENGINEERING
Buildings and engineering works
Deeds of title
Equipment records
Inspection reports
Inventories
Land surveys
Leases
Maintenance contracts
Manuals
Photographs of buildings
Property dossiers
Radioactive waste
Site files
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Structure plans
Surveys
FINANCIAL
Accounts
BACS records
Bills, receipts and cleared cheques
Cash books/sheets
Contracts
Cost accounts
Creditor payments
Debtors’ records
Demand notes
Estimates
Travel and subsistence
Fraud case files/investigations
Fraud national proactive exercises
Funding records
General Medical Services payments
Invoices
Ledgers
Patient Monies records
PAYE records
Payments
Personal payroll history
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Payroll
Positive predictive value performance indicators
Private Finance Initiative (PFI)
Receipts
Superannuation accounts /registers
Tax forms
Transport documentation)
VAT records
Wages/salary records
IM & T
Software licences

OTHER
Contractor Applications
Contractor Records
PERSONNEL/HUMAN RESOURCES
Appraisal reports and Personal Development Plans
Consultants
CVs for non-executive directors
Duty rosters.
Industrial relations
Job applications
Job descriptions
Leavers’ dossiers
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Letters of appointment
Pensions estimates and awards
Pension Forms
Personnel/human resources files
Staff car parking permits
Study leave applications
Unpaid leave period
PURCHASING/SUPPLIES
Approval files
Approved suppliers lists
Products liability records
Stores records
Tenders
NON-SINGLE USER CARE RECORDS
Admission books
Clinical audit records
Discharge books
Equipment/ instruments maintenance logs
Homicide/’serious untoward incident’ records
Internal product quality control records
Notifiable diseases books
Occupational health records
Standard operating procedures
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Transit Listing
Unit name and address:

Unit Code:

Date & time of uplift:

Authorising Manager:

Contact:

Box numbers:

/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
Contact on behalf of Cintas (driver):

Contact on behalf of HPFT:

Print

Print

Sign

Sign
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End of box label

/
Address:

Number of
Files:

Destruction date:

/

/

2 0

Contact:

/
Address:

Number of
Files:

Destruction date:

/

/

Contact:
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2 0
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Appendix 6

CERTIFICATE OF DESTRUCTION (Non-Health)
I’ certify that these records have exceeded their recommended minimum retention period in accordance with Department of Health
Business and Corporate (Non Health) Records Retention Schedule Guidelines as per Hertfordshire University Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust Non Clinical Records Management Policy and Procedure and are no longer of historical value’
These records have been destroyed under confidential conditions on: ......................................................
Authorising Manager’s Name: …………………………………… Signature …………………………………….

Description

Number of Records
Destroyed

Date From

Date To

Appendices – Detailed guidance or other supplementary information to be attached as numbered appendices. Any significant information
about the document should always be in the main body. Refer to all appendices in the text.
Appendix 1
(Add as necessary)
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